Development of intelligent robots and rapid increase of aged societies have brought serious necessity of such systems that should facilitate mutual translation of sensory data and linguistic expressions. They are expected to help people, especially with some defected sense-organ, by translating sensory data into words such as "Pungent smell is sensed in the refrigerator!", and otherwise enable people to order a robot to work by words such as "Search the room for a varicolored object."
Introduction
Development of intelligent robots and rapid increase of aged societies have brought serious necessity of such systems that should facilitate mutual translation of sensory data and linguistic expressions [Harnad 90 ]. They are expected to help people, especially with some defected sense-organ, by translating sensory data into words such as "Pumgent smell is sensed in the refrigerator!", and otherwise enable people to order a robot to work by words such as "Search the room for a varicolored object." Such a system above should be equipped with a certain semantic understanding process where words are associated with external information, namely, sensory data. Most of the meaning representation schemes adopted in the traditional natural language understanding systems would be inadequate because they are designed exclusively to describe semantic relations among verbs and nouns, that is, deep case relations and are still too linguistic or macroscopic to represent fine spatiotemporal relations brought by external information [ This paper reports conceptual analysis and description of Japanese words for "color" and "lightness" based on MIDST. Firstly, each word representing a specific color or lightness( " =red", " =dark", etc) was associated with a set of specific coordinates (point or range) of the color solid and its concept was defined as such a set of coordinates. Secondly, the words concerning temporal change or spatial distribution of color or lightness(" (=redden)", " (=gra-date)", etc) were described as spatiotemporal relations among coordinates of the color solid. Thirdly, a computer system working with an image scanner was constructed in order to ground words on real sensory data of color and lightness via the coordinates of the color solid.
Lastly, some concluding remarks are given with several future problems.
A brief sketch of MIDST
Mental image directed semantic theory (MIDST) is a total theory of natural language, knowledge representation, mental image and worlds. According to MIDST, mental images are modeled as "Loci in Attribute spaces" so called and represented as line-drawings with several symbolic elements. They are to be articulated by "Atomic loci" such as shown Figure 1 -(a) and (b) which indicate "constancy" and "monotonous change" of attribute 'a' of entity 'y' caused by entity 'x', respectively.
An atomic locus is formalized as an atomic locus formula, so called, and given by Expression (1).
L(x, y, p, q, a, g, k)
(
The interpretation of Expression (1) is given as follows "Entity 'x' causes Attribute 'a' of Entity 'y' to change(p = q) or keep(p = q) its values temporally(g = G t ) or spatially(g = G s ), where the values 'p' and 'q' are relative to Standard 'k' ". When g = G t , the locus indicates change or constancy of the attribute in time domain and when g = G s , that in space domain. The former is called a temporal event and the latter, a spatial event. For example, the motion of the bus represented by the sentence EX-1 is a temporal event and the ranging of the road, by EX-2, a spatial event. and (b) change of an attribute "a", where "T" and "x→y" mean "time axis" and "abstracted effect of x upon y", respectively.
(EX-1)The bus runs from Tokyo to Osaka. (= .) (EX-2)The road runs from Tokyo to Osaka. (= .) Temporal events correspond directly to the loci in attribute spaces, while spatial ones are in advance changed into temporal ones according to an algorithm patterned after scanning paths [Yokota 94 ]. An Attribute space a is characterized by a set of three elements -Attribute 'a', Pattern 'g' and Standard 'k', then they are conventionally identified with each other as Expression (2), and more conventionally as (2 ) or (2 ). L(x, y, p, q, a) ( 1 ) The atomic locus formulas yielded by the articulation of a locus are to be combined by several special symbols called "Tempo-logical connectives" which indicate both the logical and temporal relations among them. The symbols Π and • in Expression (3) are instances of the temporal connectives. They stand for "simultaneously and" and "consecutively and", called SAND and CAND, respectively. Expression (3) represents the temporal event "fetch" which is depicted as the locus in Figure 2 , implying that x goes for y and then comes back with it, where the attribute space A t 12 is of physical location A 12 with g = G t . [Onishi 81 ] containing more than 60,000 words in current Japanese.
Our study was executed in the following order:
(1) Analysis of each word to describe loci of its concept. (2) Extraction of patterns of loci, so called "event patterns" and related attribute spaces. (3) Classification of the event patterns There are several different methods for representing colors in computers. We have adopted the Mansel color solid, represented by three dimensional coordinates of "Hue", "Value * 1 " and "Chrome", because of direct correspondence between a color and a value in the attribute space.
2 Results
There have been found eight kinds of attribute space including four major ones for this study. Here are shown event patterns of concepts depicted in the attribute spaces of "color" and "lightness," and their features.
§ 1 Features of concepts related to "color"
Only the word " (=dyed goods)" indicates an object related to color, and all the others are events. The concept of can be defined as Expression (4), where A 32 is the attribute "color". * 1 technical term for degree of lightness Table 1 Numbers of the words with event patterns related to color.
, where the case Y = y means that Y is something else but x.
The features of the event concepts are as follows: We show the results of classification in Table 1 , and several examples of event patterns related to color in Figure 3 . § 2 Features of concepts related to "lightness"
We have found 175 words related to "lightness" in this study. They include 72 words of objects and 103 words of events, shown in Table 2 . Here we describe the features of these concepts.
There are two different types of object concepts. One of them indicates light itself, and the other is related to light sources. However, their border is very fuzzy, e.g. "
(=thunder light)". Most of the words related to light indicate light sources too, e.g. "
(=moon light)". On the other hand, there have been found 11 patterns of event concepts related to lightness ("Value"of Table 2 and in Figure 5 , respectively.
The conceptual analysis and description presented in this paper are to be repeatedly tuned up during their application to the semantic understanding process.
Preliminary experiments on word grounding
An experimental system for grounding words on sensory data has been constructed according on our study described in the previous sections. The configuration of the system is shown in Figure 6 . This is a kind of learning system with a human instructor. The dialogues between the instructor and the system are just like those between a mother and her child who has just begun to learn color names, etc.
The word concepts dealt with here are as follows:
(1) Color names, or specific color values. Here are shown several examples of the dialogues between the system and the instructor, where input pictures are limited to colored geometrical(round, triangular, etc.) patterns on white sheets.
[ These dialogues were made during picture taking and object extracting. In this case, the system took in a couple of pictures. One of them included a yellow circle, and the other a red circle. This system does not employ any pattern recognition process, so the instructor has to enter the name of the object.
[Example 2]
What is the color of the in the first picture? (=yellow)<CR> I have learned the color .
[Example 3]
The in the second picture is (=red).
Do you want to enter any other name of this color[yes or no]? no<CR>
These two examples show the learning process of color names. Example 2 is the case of learning of unknown colors. Example 3 is the case of re-grounding of known colors. In case of Example 2, the system memorizes new color concepts in the dictionary as follows: colorData( (=red), [[356,17] 
,[43,54],[52,81]]).
(5) The three numerical ranges in Expression (5)indicate respectively "Hue", "Value" and "Chrome" values in the color solid, as shown in Figure 7 .
At this time, if the input color name is already known, the system merges the ranges of the known Fig. 3 Examples of temporal event pattern related to color(cf. Table 1 ). Fig. 4 Examples of spatial event pattern related to color(cf. Table 1 ). Fig. 5 Examples of event pattern related to lightness(cf. Table 2) . and the input colors as shown in Figure 8 , and updates the knowledge of colors. The merging operation is performed in a simple way so that the merged range may extend continuously between the maximum and minimum values of the two different ranges on each axis. The system is designed to duplicate the human instructor's sensation faithfully except at erroneous instructions, and therefore any piece of its knowledge is as subjective as the instructor's.
The example below shows the event pattern learning process:
[
Example 4]
What is the name of this event? (=glow red)<CR>
In Example 4, the system asked for the word representing the event sampled by the two pictures taken for Example 1, and in turn for the event pattern of the word by using another window.
[ And in Example 5, this system tried to generalize this event. That is, it asked which element of this event is constant or variable. For example, the subject of the verb " (=glow red)" is not limited to anything specific such as a round object " ", and therefore the sensory data of a pair of pictures, a special example " (=A round object glows red.)" of innumerable events referred by the verb should be generalized and learned as "( x ) (=( x) glow red.)" where x is a variable representing no specific object.
[ Finally, in Example 6 the system lists up all the event patterns found in the pictures, referring to the concepts already learned through the previous sessions.
The total result of word grounding experiments is shown in Table 3 , where most of the event patterns have been successfully treated by the system. The total ratio of the acceptance is 65.1%, namely, the summation(306 words) of the groups marked "Success" in the column of "Results" versus the grand total(470 words). The reason for each "Failure" is pointed out in the column of "Points of improvement". The words belonging to each "Great" group in the column of "Degrees of improvement" will need some highly sophisticated pattern recognition or some kind of world knowledge, so called, "common sense". On the contrary, those of each group "Slight" will be acceptable simply by replacement of the input device or by employment of some general established image processing methods, for example, the vector tracer method [Agui 92 ].
Additionally the output from IMAGES[Yokota 86, Yokota 87] corresponding to Example 6 is shown in Example 7, which proves that the experimental system and IMAGES can be successfully connected via locus formulas.
Example 7]
(= The color of the circle changes.) (= The circle changes its color.) (= The color of the circle changes from yellow to red.) (= The circle turns red.) (= The yellow circle turns red.) (= The circle reddens.) (= The yellow circle reddens.)
Discussion
We have analyzed and described the concepts of natural language words appeared in the published thesaurus and constructed the experimental word grounding system for color and lightness concepts.
The results of our study show that most of concepts related to color and lightness are very simple, which has lead us to the simple system design.
The essential items attained in this study are as follows:
(A1) Conceptual analysis and description have been performed on the words for color and lightness listed in a Japanese thesaurus, where their concepts are associated with the events in the color solid.
(A2) An experimental system has been constructed in order to associate optical sensory data with the events in the color solid, where the sensory data were limited to what can be associated with simple events in the color solid.
On the other hand, the future problems are as follows:
(P1) Elimination of the differences between the human and the machine visual systems. For example, Mach band effect, color constancy, etc.
(P2) Evaluation of generality or robustness of each conceptual description.
(P3) Expansion of the experimental system in order to treat more complicated concepts.
The attainments A1 and A2 are exclusively due to our original theory MIDST, which will be a systematic approach for bilateral conversion between natural language and sensory data. During the conceptual analysis, some words have been found dropped out from the thesaurus, for example "( ) (=redden)". We have adopted them for the system because the concepts of these words are very simple.
About the problem P1, there have been already reported several excellent researches [Funt 91, Funt 93 ] by which our system will be enforced in the near future. For another example, we will have to consider the phenomenon of lightness adaptation for the lightness concepts.
The problem P2 will be resolved gradually by testing and refining each description against larger mount of sensory data. The conceptual descriptions were given in a top-down way at Section 3 where they were still groundless, namely, free from sensory data. The experimental system presented at Section 4 could ground most of them on sensory data. Their robustness will be improved gradually by testing them against lager mount of sensory data, that is, in a bottom-up way.
The problem P3 may be the hardest to resolve because of miscellaneous spatiotemporal relations among objects to be extracted from sensory data by a certain sophisticated image processing system. For example, in order to detect causal relations denoted such as "x → y" by us, inference with much more profound knowledge of the physical world must be employed just like Newton's discovery of invisible universal gravitation.
Concluding remarks
Our experimental system was easy to build up because of the presupposed restrictions. But they will make it difficult to generalize the system. For example, the pattern recognition process is indispensable to the spatial event pattern learning, and it is necessary to accept more than two pictures at a time for the concepts especially related to "lightness".
Therefore, we have a plan to use a video camera instead of the image scanner for input process. It offers the system the abilities to take in moving pictures and to handle concepts related to time duration, for example "short term". Another point to improve is the process of conceptualization. Presently, event patterns and their elements are extracted and symbolized by human instructor. However, human can induce them only from several samples. The ability like this has been partly realized in the process of learning color names in our system.
The authors have already constructed several versions of the natural language understanding system IMAGES where is systematically performed bilateral conversion between natural language texts and loci in the Attribute spaces such as the color solid. Moreover, one of the authors has an experience of constructing the system named "ISOBAR" where weather charts and natural language texts are mutually converted via a certain set of Attribute spaces [Yokota 80, Yokota 84] . The work reported in this paper is a small but a firm step toward the systems which facilitate bi-directional translation between natural language and sensory data via the Attribute spaces.
